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1:00 PM  Welcome

Lillian Manzor (University of Miami, Modern Languages and Literatures)
Victor Deupi (University of Miami, School of Architecture)
Someone (from LAS or the CAS or MIA)

1:30-3:30PM  Theatricalities in Cuban Social Spaces
Moderator: Alberto Sarrain, Florida International University

Theatricality in Baseball
Omar Valinho, Tablas/Alarcos

Theatricality in the Unsung Heroes of Our Daily Lives
José Roberto Gacio Suárez, Centro Nacional de Investigaciones de las Artes Escénicas

Madness and Theatricality
Dania del Pino, Consejo Nacional de las Artes Escénicas (CNAE)

Havana as a Stage. A Dialogue Between Architecture and Performance
Jaime Gómez Triana, UNEAC

3:45-5:45PM  Literature, Art, and Society
Moderator: Reinaldo Montero, UNEAC

The Trauma of Exile and Its Creative Healing: Caribbean Literature Between Two Islands in the Work of Edwidge Danticat
Camila Valdés, Casa de las Américas, Centro de Estudios del Caribe

Literary Institutions in Cuba: A Model Kit?
Lorena Sánchez. Casa de las Américas

Betting Time: Cuban Art Between Media Construction and the Country Image
Lianet Hernández, Casa de las Américas
Discourse in Cuban society
Moderator: Aurora Camacho

Characterization of Havana’s Communicative Landscapes: Emerging Linguistic Dynamics.
Dr. Alejandro Sánchez Castellanos, Vicedecano de relaciones internacionales, Facultad de Artes y Letras, Universidad de La Habana

Policies and Language Strategies in the West Indies: Haitian Creole in Cuba
Isabel del Carmen Martínez Gordo, Instituto de Literatura y Lingüística

Analysis of Communication Dynamics of Cuban Users in Twitter
Yudivián Almeida Cruz, Universidad de La Habana

Tourism, Health, and the Environment
Moderator: Rosina Cianelli, University of Miami School of Nursing and Cuba Research Group

Recognition and Guarantee of Sexual Rights Related to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity.
Manuel Vázquez Seijido, Centro Nacional de Educación Sexual - CENESEX

The development of Environmental Education in Engineers and Architects Through Social Sciences
Bertha Lizano Machado, Universidad Médica de La Habana

Souvenir. Self-employment, Urbanism and Natural Landscape in Viñales, Varadero and Trinidad.
Jorge F Garcell Domínguez, Consejo Nacional Patrimonio Cultura, Ministerio de Cultura

Self-employment, constructed landscapes and touristic offers in the new Province of Mayabeque
Suilán Rodríguez Trasancos, Miembro de la Asociación Nacional de Economistas de Cuba

Lunch and break out networking discussions
2:30-4:30PM  Cuba XXI, New Media for Changing Times: Vistar Magazine, the Weekly Package, and IslaDentro
Moderator: Sallie Hughes, University of Miami School of Communication and Cuba Research Group

"Alternative" Media in Cuba? Myths and Realities of the Current Scenario of the Press on the Island
Xenia Reloba, Casa de las Américas

Alternative Means of Content Distribution in Cuba: The Experience of the Weekly Package
Eliecer López Escalona

Vistar Magazine: How to Make an Independent and Successful Publication in Today’s Cuba
Robin Daniel Pedraja Castañé

On Cuba Magazine
Francys Romero

IslaDentro: A Platform for the Disconnected
Indhira Sotillo
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Venir por Ponce de Leon Blvd o U.S.1 Entrar a la Universidad por Stanford Drive
Estacionar en Pavia Garage
Lillian Manzor: 305-284-5585